(2) Ø2" Grommet Holes
Work Surface
w/Bumper Molding & Soft Ergo Cutout
LED Light TAL400

TAL500 - LED Backlight

Ergo Arms (EFX) Platform for (1) AFC35-30 and (2) AFC-22 VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holders

5"
10"

TILTING DESKTOP

CH100 Cup Holder

(4) Ø4" Casters
(2) Locking

(2) WMF200

28"-47" Electronically Height Adjustable

CPU-07

TA002 Phone Arm

(2) 13"Wx16"D Split Bottom Shelf
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TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
PRINCIPAL .015 .04
SPLC. .01 .001
ANGULAR FINISH
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